
You Will Need:

Sizzix® Big Shot™ Machine (660200) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Express Machine (660850) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Plus Machine (660020)
Sizzix® Bigz™ L Die – Double Wedding Ring (660865)
75 x 110 cm plain lemon cotton for piecing and cushion front and 
back
75 x 110cm plain lemon for piecing and cushion front and back
30 x 110cm floral print for arcs
60 x 6cm plain pink for corner square
60 x 6cm plain aqua for corner square
50cm square cotton blend wadding
Thread for piecing and quilting
45cm cushion pad

Notes:

•     All seam allowances are 6mm (¼”)
•     Leave the seam allowance unstitched at each end unless 
       otherwise stated

Cutting:

•     From the lemon fabric die-cut – 2 x 50cm squares,
       12 x eye shapes and 4 centre pieces
•     From the floral print fabric die-cut – 24 arcs
•     From the blue and the pink fabrics die-cut 12 squares
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How To Make:

1.     Stitch along the inside curve of the arcs, just inside the 6mm (¼”) seam line.

2.     Clip the seam allowance, taking care not to cut beyond the row of stitches.
3.     Then pin and stitch the arc to the lemon ‘eye’, making sure you leave the seam allowance unstitched at each end.

4.    Repeat so that all the ‘eyes’ have an arc attached, and then join an arc to the other side of the ‘eye’.
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How To Make (continued):

5.     Next join a pink square to the end of one arc.

6.     Stitch it to the other arc so that it will look like this.

7.     And then add the blue square to the other end.

 
8.     Repeat until you have all 12 segments the same and press.
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How To Make (continued):

9.     Now stitch just inside the seam allowance on all 4 sides of the centre pieces and snip the seam allowance as before, and then pin and stitch one of the
        segments to one side.

10.   Add another segment - making sure that the blue square is next to the pink square.
11.   Add the third segment.
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How To Make (continued):

12.   Repeat until you have all 12 segments the same and press.
13.   Now stitch just inside the seam allowance on all 4 sides of the centre pieces and snip the seam allowance as before, and then pin and stitch one of the
        segments to one side.
14.   Add another segment - making sure that the blue square is next to the pink square.
15.   Add the third and fourth segments.
16.   This completes the first block.
17.   You need 4 blocks in total, but the others are not complete circles.
18.   Make 2 blocks with segments on 3 sides and 1 block with segments on 2 sides. 
19.   Join the 4 blocks together. 
20.   Now stitch around the edge just inside the seam allowance and then press the seam allowance to the wrong side. 
21.   Lay one of the lemon squares on top of the wadding and position the wedding rings in the middle and pin in place. 
22.   At this point you can tack the rings in place if you want to. 
23.   Quilt in place, by hand or machine by stitching around all of the rings and the outside segments. 
24.   Place the remaining lemon square on top of the wedding rings, pin and then stitch around all sides, leaving a 30cm opening in one side. 
25.   Insert the cushion pad and then slip stitch the open edges of the cover together to complete.
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